
From Tourers to Superbikes, Weekend Rider to full on Racer – FUCHS Silkolene is the leading brand  
of motorcycle lubricants, cleaning and maintenance products.

4 STROKE

SILKOLENE  
COMP 4  
10W-40 - XP 

COMP SYNTHETIC ESTER BASED  
Formulated to meet the needs of both air and water-cooled 
4-stroke engines, Comp 4 10W40 XP is the recommended  
SAE grade for many motorcycle manufacturers.   

API SL
JASO MA2 APPROVED

SILKOLENE  
PRO 4  
10W-50 -XP  

PRO FULLY SYNTHETIC  
Using 100% Synthetic Ester to provide increased power,  
optimum engine protection, ultimate performance and reliability. 
Proven formula developed in partnership with manufacturers  
and race teams.

API SM/SN
JASO MA2 APPROVED

SILKOLENE  
V-TWIN  
20W-50 MINERAL   

Mineral engine oil formulated for all Harley Davidson and Metric 
V-Twins. Provides high level of engine cleanliness and protects 
engine components from wear and corrosion.

API CF/SG, SH & SJ
JASO MA2 APPROVED

SILKOLENE  
QUAD ATV  
5W-40

PRO FULLY SYNTHETIC  
Latest Technology providing increased power and optimum  
engine protection over a wide range of ambient temperatures. 
Stay-in-grade capability ensures consistent performance for the 
full oil service life.

API SG, SH, SJ  & SL
CCMC G4 & G5
JASO MA2 APPROVED

2 STROKE

SILKOLENE  
COMP 2 PLUS

PRO FULLY SYNTHETIC  
Ultra low smoke, clean burning lubricant providing maximum 
performance, extra power and reliability. Compatible with all 
fuels.

JASO FC/FD / API TC /  
ISO L-EGD

SILKOLENE SNOW 
COMP 2

Semi-synthetic 2-stroke engine oil for use in extreme cold  
conditions. MC Syn Technology, clean burning formula  
reduces wear and ensures reliabiilty. Compatible with all fuels. 
Suitable for PreMix and Injector.

JASO FC/FD / API TC /  
ISO  L-EGD

GEAR

SILKOLENE  
GEAR OIL LIGHT

Advanced gear oil for wet or dry clutch transmissions.  
Reduces drag, combats clutch slip and protects highly stressed 
components. SAE 75W-80. Crankcase rating SAE 10W-40.

GL3 / GL4
Motorcycle applications only
SAE 75/SAE 80

Product Description Specification



SHOCK ABSORBER

SILKOLENE  
RSF 5

A race/road/track proven suspension fluid already in use and cho-
sen by many of today’s market leading suspension manufactu-
rer’s and currently already used as original equipment in many of 
today’s modern motorcycles. The high VI contained in the Fuchs 
Silkolene RSF range provides a far more consistent damping per-
formance throughout the operating range due to the fact the vis-
cosity changes less with increasing temperature.

ISO 22

GREASE

SILKOLENE  
PRO RG2

An advanced, high melting point, synthetic racing grease, PRO 
RG2 is a multi-functional, high performance grease with excep-
tional heat resisting and water-proofing properties. PRO RG2 has 
outstanding water repellence, excellent corrosion inhibition pro-
perties and high resistance to water wash-off, making it an ideal 
choice for rally and watercraft use. The simple but effective dis-
pensing follower plate in the 500g container makes application 
clean and easy while preventing product contamination. 

NLGI-2

CHAIN LUBE

SILKOLENE  
CHAIN LUBE SPRAY

Semi-Synthetic Chain Oil for all motorcycle chains. Suitable for 
Road & Off Road use. Effectively penetrates the inner rollers and 
pins and resists high speed fling-off. Outstanding anti-wear / 
anti-corrosion properties provide increased chain and sprocket 
life. For all chains including “O” and “X” ring types. 

SILKOLENE  
TITANIUM DRYLUBE SP

Non fling PTFE boosted Chain Lubricant. Suitable for Road & Off 
Road use. This hyper strong PTFE boosted formula resists high 
speed fling-off while providing exceptional anti-wear and 
anti-corrosion performance even in severe conditions. Silkolene 
Titanium Dri-Gel protects your chain, leaving it with a white “as 
new” finish. For all chains including “O” and “X” ring types. 
FUCHS strongly recommend the use of FUCHS Silkolene Brake & 
Chain Cleaner prior to use. 

MAINTENANCE

SILKOLENE  
ALL-IN-ONE  
SPRAY

Premium, multi-purpose, moisture repellent spray with many uses 
which include cleaning, protecting and lubricating. For use in and 
around the home, garage and workshop. With excellent dewate-
ring properties, it repels moisture, penetrates corroded threads, 
lubricates and even offers protection against corrosion - a valua-
ble product for every mechanic and an essential piece of emer-
gency kit for all bikes! NOTE: May affect certain rubbers and 
plastics.

SILKOLENE  
PRO RACE BRAKE FLD

Brake fluids are often forgotten but are possibly the most essenti-
al fluid in a vehicle from the safety aspect. They need checking 
and changing regularly to avoid brake fade and loss of efficiency. 
The performance of a brake fluid is generally denoted by referen-
ce to a DOT specification. Vehicle manufacturers specify the mini-
mum performance requirements of suitable fluids by reference to 
this DOT spec. Commonly available products are DOT 3,DOT 4, 
Universal (covering the requirements of both DOT 3 and DOT 4) 
and DOT 5, although Racing Brake Fluids are available for compe-
tition use. Unlike most Racing Brake Fluids PRO RACE BRAKE 
FLUID is suitable for road use. 

DOT 4

SILKOLENE  
BRAKE/CHAIN  
CLEANER

A powerful cleaner for Brake & Chain components. With its 
powerful spray, FUCHS SILKOLENE Brake & Chain Cleaner is per-
fect for removing unwanted deposits from chain and brake com-
ponents - leaving no oily film whilst maintaining chain and brake 
performance. Safe to use on seals and hoses. Directions for Use: 
Spray on, allow to penetrate, agitate as required and allow to 
dry. FUCHS strongly advise that the clean chain is lubricated with 
a FUCHS Silkolene Chain Lubricant. 

SILKOLENE  
PRO PREP  
SPRAY

A high quality water repellent, hard surface conditioner which 
provides a micro barrier against dirt and unwanted deposits. Safe 
to use on all exposed bodywork to make cleaning easier. It also 
retards metal corrosion and inhibits the further adhesion of dirt 
and mud. PRO PREP gives that elusive ‘factory finish’ and also 
ensures smooth operation of plastic moving parts. Helps to 
waterproof and insulate ignition systems. NOTE: Contains silico-
nes - do not use where painting is carried out or on windscreens 
or visors.

Product Description Specification
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Product Description Specification Package

 SILKOLENE  
FOAM FILTER  
CLEANER

A highly effective, water rinsable cleaner/degreaser formulated 
specifically for cleaning foam filters prior to re-oiling with FUCHS 
SILKOLENE FOAM FILTER OIL. Easily removes soiling, grease and 
grime, extending the life of filters. FOAM FILTER CLEANER is also 
suitable for many other cleaning tasks including the degreasing 
of engine parts and the removal of stubborn oil based marks.

SILKOLENE  
FOAM FILTER OIL 

Advanced, low viscosity coating treatment designed to improve 
the efficiency of foam air filters. Contains polymeric additives to 
provide a hyper-tacky surface that resists the ingress of the most 
pervasive sand, dust and water, without affecting engine brea-
thing. Developed to provide outstanding engine protection even 
in the most severe conditions. Reduces the risk of breakdown 
and helps extend engine life. The chlorinated solvent-free formula 
will not damage the foam filter construction or air box materials.


